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Large Language Models

Computational models achieving
general-purpose language generation and 

other natural language processing tasks.

We have General AI here!

False! It is good at NLP

Logical reasoning is still our subject
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Answer Set Programming

KRR language, good for combinatorial 
search and optimization

Possibly (read it certainly)
there is a (huge) barrier to entry
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Computer Programming People chatting and telling around
they are programming

As we are not a curch… let’s take the best of both worlds!
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Start with natural language

Obtain a relational 
representation (facts)

Combine facts with a KB 
(an ASP program)

Map the answer set to 
natural language

Idea Overview

Users will not see ASP
(not that before we were showing them ASP)
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LLMs themselves

A simple PROMPT 
asking for facts

We need more control 
on these facts!

And we don’t need 
this garbage
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Prompt Engineering

Chat with the LLM… 
give instructions 

on the format and 
task you want to achieve

We can start with general 
instructions for our task
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Something specific of the 
application we are working on

And we can start 
extracting facts!
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Extracted facts

Obtain an 
answer set

Combine facts 
with a KB

Reasoning with ASP
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Back to Natural Language
General instructions 

on the task

Something specific of the 
application we are working 

on



  

Provide facts and 
mapping instructions

Collect answers



  

Ask to summarize the 
collected responses

This is the output 
shown to the user
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Let’s Automate IT!

Here is an object with properties 
name, degrees and short bio

degrees is a list (of values)

short bio is a string (block notation)

YAML (yet another markup language)

Like JSON… but more readable

YAML is used in many applications, 
among them Kubernetes
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We use YAML to 
define an application

Preprocessing includes the context and 
the instructions on the atoms to extract 

from the input

KB is simply an ASP program

Postprocessing includes the context 
and the mapping instructions



  

Architecture Overview
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Summing UP

LLMASP combines 
NLP capabilities of LLMs

with the deep reasoning of ASP
We automated the interaction 

with LLM and ASP engines

Still a lot to do!

Why those prompts and not something different?
We have to build a dataset.

We have to try different prompts and measure their quality.

We can start with the preprocessing and then evaluate the 
postprocessing by extracting facts from the produced output.



  

Questions
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